
DERIVATION OF THE EULER EQUATIONSFROM A CARICATURE OF COULOMBINTERACTIONYann Brenier�R�esum�eOn introduit un syst�eme dynamique de 2N partiules �evoluant dans l'espaeeulidien selon une ariature d'interation oulombienne. Les N premi�erespartiules, appel�ees \ions" sont immobiles. Les N autres sont appel�ees\�eletrons". A haque instant, les ions et les �eletrons sont appari�es et un\ressort" relie haque paire de sorte que haque �eletron osille �a la fr�equene��1. Le point ruial est que l'appariement des �eletrons et des ions est a-tualis�e �a haque instant disret n� , n = 0; 1; 2; :::, de sorte que l'�energiepotentielle totale du syst�eme reste minimale. Cei donne une interationnon triviale qui se trouve être une ariature d'interation oulombienne.On prouve qu'�a ondition que les N ions soient r�epartis �egalement dans undomaine born�e D et que les param�etres �, � et N�1 tendent vers z�ero �a desvitesses appropri�ees, les �eletrons se omportent omme les partiules u-ides d'un liquide inompressible non-visqueux se mouvant �a l'int�erieur de Dselon les �equations d'Euler. La preuve repose sur un r�esultat de P. Lax surl'approximation d'appliations onservant le volume par des permutations.AbstratA ariature of ollisionless plasma involving 2N partiles of opposite hargeis introdued. The N �rst partiles are alled 'ions' and don't move. TheN other partiles are alled 'eletrons'. At eah time, there is a one-to-onemathing between eletrons and ions and eah pair is linked by a 'spring' sothat eah eletron osillates with �xed frequeny ��1. The essential point isthat the mathing between eletrons and ions is updated at every disretetime n� , n = 0; 1; 2; :::, so that the total potential energy of the system�Institut Universitaire de Frane, et Laboratoire d'analyse num�erique, Universit�e Paris6, Frane, brenier�ann.jussieu.fr 1



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONstays minimal. This leads to a non trivial interation whih turns out tobe a ariature of Coulomb interation. It is proven that, provided the Nions are equally spaed in a bounded domain D and �, � and N�1 tendto zero at appropriate rates, the eletrons behave as the uid parels ofan inompressible invisid liquid moving inside D aording to the Eulerequations. Our proof relies on a result of P.Lax on the approximation ofvolume-preserving transformations by permutations.AMS lassi�ation 35Q35-76C(82C22)Keywords : partiles, permutations, Coulomb interation, Plasma Physis,Fluid Mehanis, Euler equation, Poisson and Monge-Amp�ere equations.
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EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONErratum, added Nov 10, 1999As stated in the original version, the main theorem 2.1 does not make sense,sine the Euler veloity �eld v(t; x) is only de�ned for x 2 D, meanwhilethe loation X�(t) of the partiles are not neessarily in D! To make aorret statement, without hanging the proof at all, we may assume thatthe solution (v; p) of the Euler equation is de�ned in the entire spae Rdand v is parallel to �D, whih is learly a more restritive, but not empty,assumption.A more sensible way is to onsider only periodi domains D, typiallyD = Rd=Zd, and to assume that (v; p) is a Zd periodi solution of the Eulerequations. This requires almost no modi�ation of the proof, provided theoptimal permutation � is hosen in (4) to keep minimal12�2d(X(n�); �A)2; (1)where the distane d(a; b) between two points a; b 2 D isd(a; b) = infm2Zd ja� b+mj:In addition, Lax' approximation theorem does not require any modi�ation.As a matter of fat, it was originally stated in [La℄ for periodi domains!
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EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTION1 Desription of the dynamial systemConsider a smooth ompat domain D in Rd with unit volume and setN partiles inside D. These partiles are alled 'ions' and their positionsA1; :::; AN 2 D are supposed to be �xed. Now, onsider N other partiles,alled 'eletrons', moving in the Eulidean spae Rd , with label � = 1; :::; Nand position X�(t) 2 Rd at time t. A time step � > 0 is �xed. In eahtime interval n� � t < (n + 1)� , there is a one-to-one pairing � ! ��between eah eletron X� and a orresponding ion A�� . A spring links eahpair so that eah eletron osillates around the orresponding ion with �xedfrequeny ��1 : �2X 00� +X� = A�� : (2)Of ourse, during the time interval n� < t < (n+ 1)� , the total energyE(t) = 12 jjX 0(t)jj2 + 12�2 jjX(t) � �Ajj2; (3)is preserved. (In this equation, the following notations have been used :X(t) = (X�(t))N�=1 ; A = (A�)N�=1 ;jjY jj2 = 1N X� jY�j2; �Y = (Y��)N�=1 ;for all Y = (Y�)N�=1 2 (Rd)N .)At eah disrete time t = n� , the pairing is subjet to hange and � isupdated to keep minimal the potential energy, namely12�2 jjX(n�)� �Ajj2; (4)among all permutations. (Notie that they may be several solutions, inwhih ase we arbitrarily hoose one of them.) So, � is time dependent,pieewise onstant, and denoted by �(t). Of ourse, we assume both posi-tions and veloities of eah partile to be ontinuous at eah disrete time n�and we presribe their values at time 0. This gives a omplete desriptionof the dynamial system. Notie that the total energy, de�ned by (3), ispreserved on eah interval n� < t < (n + 1)� , and an only deay at eahtime n� , by de�nition of �(n�). So the total energy is a non-inreasing fun-tion of time. The possible dissipation is due to the fat that �(t) is updatedonly at t = n� , and not ontinuously in time (in whih ase, the systemwould be formally onservative). We have hosen to introdue the time step4



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTION� in order to have a non ambiguous de�nition of the dynamial system andalso to get a system that an be exatly integrated on a omputer, withoutfurther approximation.2 Derivation of the Euler equationsThe motion of an inompressible invisid liquid moving insideD is lassiallydesribed by the Euler equations (see [AK℄, [MP℄, for example)�tv + (v:r)v +rp = 0; r:v = 0; (5)where p = p(t; x) 2 R is the pressure �eld, v = v(t; x) 2 Rd is the veloity�eld, whih is supposed to be parallel to the boundary �D, so that thereis no material ux aross the boundary. If the initial value v(0; x) 2 Rd issmooth, then the Euler equations have a unique smooth solution, whih isglobally de�ned in time if d = 2 and loally if d = 3. Let us onsider suh asolution and �x a time interval [0; T ℄ on whih v is well de�ned and denoteby C any onstant depending only on D, T , v and p.Theorem 2.1 Assume that D an be split into N disjoint subdomains D�of equal volume and diameter not larger than Ch, where h = N�1=d, eah ofthem ontaining one and only one ion A�. Assume that the initial positionsand veloities of the partiles are given byX�(t = 0) = A�; X 0�(t = 0) = v(t = 0; A�); (6)for � = 1; :::; N . Sale the parameters �, � and h = N�1=d so thath � C�8; � � C�4: (7)Then 1N X� jX 0�(t)� v(t;X�(t))j2 � C�2: (8)Before giving the proof, we provide in the next setion a geometrialinterpretation of the theorem and we explain why the interation of thepartiles an be seen as a ariature of Coulomb interation. Of ourse, thereader only interested in the proof of the derivation of the Euler equationsmay go diretly to setion 4. 5



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTION3 Geometri and physial interpretations3.1 A geometri approximation to the Euler equationsLet us reall that the Euler equations, desribing the motion of an invisidinompressible uid moving inside a smooth bounded domain D of the Eu-lidean spae Rd , have a nie geometri interpretation, for whih we refer to[AK℄. They desribe the geodesis on the group G of all volume-preservingdi�eomorphisms of D, where length are measured in the L2 sense, G beingviewed as a subset of the Hilbert spae H = L2(D;Rd). Of ourse, thisorrespondene is somewhat formal and a lot of analytial diÆulties areleft behind [Sh℄, one of them, for example, being that, for all d � 2, the L2losure of G is the (muh larger) semi-group S of all Borel Lebesgue-measurepreserving map from D into itself.So, it is natural to look for either generalized ([Sh℄, [Br2℄) or approximategeodesis. A simple way to de�ne approximate geodesis is to onsider theformal dynamial systemX 00 +rX (d2H (X;G)2�2 ) = 0; (9)in the on�guration spae H, where rX is the funtional gradient in H andthe potential involves the distane in H between X and G (or, equivalently,between X and S, the L2 losure of G), namely :dH (X;G) = infg2G jjX � gjjH = infg2S jjX � gjjH = dH (X;S); (10)where jj:jjH is the Hilbert norm of H. (This approah is similar-but notidential- to Ebin's slightly inompressible ow theory [Eb℄, see also [RU℄for �nite dimensional mehanial systems.) To get an approximate �nite-dimensional Hamiltonian system, we set N points A1; :::; AN equally spaedin D, we substitute for H and G respetively (Rd)N and the �nite group ofall permutations of the A�f(A�1 ; :::; A�N ) 2 (Rd )Ng;where � is any permutation of f1; :::; Ng, and we keep unhanged (9), (10).Finally, a more tratable dynamial system is obtained by introduing a timestep � and updating the potential energy only at disrete times n� . Thisexatly leads bak to our system of partiles and it is no longer surprisingthat the Euler equations an be reovered as �, n�1 and � go to zero.6



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTION3.2 A ariature of Coulomb interationIn this subsetion, we give a formal argument to show that our dynamialsystem evolves aording to a ariature of Coulomb interation, whih isnot so obvious. We �rst go bak to formulation (9), where X should beonsidered as a time dependent square integrable map from D into Rd . Weintrodue �(t; x) = ZD Æ(x�X(t; a))da; (11)and we laim that, for eah time t suh that �(t; :) is absolutely ontinuouswith respet to the Lebesgue measure, equation (9) is equivalent to :X 00(t; a) = E(t;X(t; a)); 8a 2 D; (12)where the aeleration �eld E is given byE(t; x) = r	(t; x)� x�2 (13)and 	 is a solution of the Monge-Amp�ere equationdet(D2	(t; x)) = �(t; x); (14)where det(D2	) stands for the determinant of the seond derivatives of	(t; x) with respet to x. To justify this laim, we refer to the polar fa-torization theorem for maps (see [Br℄,[Ca℄). At eah time t for whih �(t; :)is absolutely ontinuous with respet to the Lebesgue measure, we write(Theorem 1.2, p.377 in [Br℄)X(t) = r�(t) Æ g(t); (15)where �(t) is a funtion on D, with onvex extension to the onvex hull ofD, and g(t) 2 S is a Lebesgue measure-preserving map from D into itself.The fator g(t) has additional properties (dedued from Theorem 1.2 andProposition 2.2, p.390, in [Br℄). First, g(t) is the unique point in S thatminimizes the L2 distane to X(t). Next, X(t)� g(t) is the gradient ofX 2 H ! 12d2H (X;S))at point X = X(t). Finally, g(t) an be writteng(t) = r	(t) ÆX(t); (16)7



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONwhere 	 (the Legendre-Fenhel transform of � with respet to x 2 D) is aonvex solution (in a suitable sense [Br℄,[Ca℄) of the Monge-Amp�ere equation(14). Thus, it follows from the polar fatorization theorem thatrX (d2H (X(t); S)2 ) = X(t)�r	(t) ÆX(t) (17)and our laim is now justi�ed.So, we have obtained for the approximate geodesi equation (9) a Monge-Amp�ere formulation with (11), (14), (12) and (13).Now, as � is small, a natural ansatz for 	 is,	(t; x) = jxj22 � �2�(t; x); (18)whih, inserted in (13) and (14), respetively leads toE(t; x) = �r�(t; x); (19)�(t; x) = 1� �2��(t; x) +O(�4): (20)Dropping the O(�4) term in the last equation exatly gives the Poissonequation �(t; x) = 1� �2��(t; x); (21)whih involves the Coulomb potential. Sine equations (11), (12), (19),(21) orretly desribe a ollisionless plasma of eletrons with a uniformion bakground and Coulomb interation, we an say that our dynamialsystem of partiles (whih is an approximation as h; � ! 0, � being �xed,of equation (9)) is just a ariature whih gets �ner as � tends to zero.Presumably, a rigorous analysis an be ahieved with appropriate uniformpseudo-di�erential energy estimates as in [Gr℄.Let us �nally observe that, in the very speial ase d = 1, there isno disrepany between the Monge-Amp�ere equation (14) and the Poissonequation (21) (beause of (18)). Then, our dynamial system turns out tobe an exat model of ollisionless plasma, as shown in the Appendix.3.3 The semi-geostrophi equationsOur dynamial system has an interesting onnetion with another physialmodel, namely Hoskins' frontogenesis model and the related semi-geostrophiequations in atmospheri sienes ([Ho℄, see also [CNP℄, [BB℄). A disrete8



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONversion of this model has been disussed in [BN℄ and the orrespondingpartile system (in two dimensions) is given byi:X 0�(t) +X�(t) = A��(t) (22)where i is the rotation matrix of angle �=2 in R2 and �(t) is de�ned exatlyin the same way as for our system of partiles. In some vague sense, thisHamiltonian system has the same strutural relationship with our systemthan the dynamial system for N vortex points in R2 [MP℄ has with thedynamial system of N eletrons with Coulomb interation in Rd .4 Proof of the main result4.1 NotationsIf Y 2 (Rd)N , v(t; Y ) stands for (v(t; Y�))N�=1 and notations v(t;X(t)),v(t; �(t)A) et...will be used. Partial derivatives in �tf and �xif are de-noted by f;t and f;i. There will be automati summation on repeated latinindies i; j and notation X�� = 1N X�will be used. When possible, the expliit dependene on t of X and � willbe omitted and apital letter will be used for funtions of X, suh as V pourv(t;X). For instane P��X�jV�i;j means1N NX�=1 dXj=1(X�)j(t)(�xjvi)(t;X�(t)):4.2 BoundsAording to de�nition (3) and assumption (6), we have2E(0) = jjv(t = 0; A)jj2 � C:Sine the total energy is non inreasing, we deduejjX 0(t)jj � C; jjX(t) � �(t)Ajj � C�; jjX(t)jj � C: (23)9



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTION4.3 Modulated energyLet us introdueEv(t) = 12 jjX 0(t)� v(t;X(t))jj2 + 12�2 jjX(t) � �(t)Ajj2; (24)whih an be seen as a modulated energy depending on v. Let us omputeits time derivative on eah interval n� < t < (n+ 1)� , where we know thatthe total energy E(t) is preserved. We �ndddtEv(t) =X�� (�X 00�iV�i + (V�i �X 0�i)(V�i;t + V�i;jX 0�j)) (25)from whih we get, using (2),ddtEv(t) +X�� V�i;j(V�i �X 0�i)(V�j �X 0�j) (26)=X�� (V�i �X 0�i)(V�i;t + V�jV�i;j) + V�iX�i � �A�i�2Rearranging (26), we obtainddtEv(t) +Q(t) = I1 + I2; (27)where Q is de�ned byX�� V�i;j(V�i�X 0�i)(V�j �X 0�j)� X�i � �A�i�2 (vi(t;X�)� vi(t; �A�)) (28)and I1, I2 by I1 =X�� ��2(X�i � �A�i)vi(t; �A�); (29)I2 =X�� (V�i �X 0�i)(V�i;t + V�jV�i;j): (30)From the Euler equations (5), we getV�i;t + V�jV�i;j = �(p;i)(t;X�) (31)After setting Dtp = p;t + vip;i; (32)10



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONwe see that(Dtp)(t;X�) = ddt (p(t;X�)) + (p;i)(t;X�)(V�i �X 0�i):Thus I2 beomes I2 = � ddtJ(t) + I3 + I4; (33)where J(t) = �X�� p(t;X�(t)); (34)I3 = �X�� (Dtp)(t; A�); (35)I4 =X�� (Dtp)(t; A�)� (Dtp)(t;X�)whih is also I4 =X�� (Dtp)(t; �A�)� (Dtp)(t;X�): (36)We split I1 = I5 + I6 with I5 = �X�� ��2A�iV�i; (37)I6 =X�� ��2X�ivi(t; �A�) (38)and (27) beomesddt(Ev(t) + J(t)) +Q(t) = I3 + I4 + I5 + I6: (39)Sine v is smooth, by de�nitions (24) and (28), we have�Q � CEv(t) (40)and therefore (39) impliesddt(Ev + J) � CEv + I3 + I4 + I5 + I6; (41)on eah time interval n� < t < (n + 1)� . Sine E(t) is preserved oneah of these intervals with non-positive jumps at eah t = n� , we deduefrom de�nition (24) that Ev(t) have the same jumps at t = n� as E(t) and,therefore, (41) is valid for all 0 < t < T (in the sense of distributions).11



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTION4.4 Error estimatesLet us �rst observe that, beause of the assumption on the loation of theA�, we have, for all Lipshitz ontinuous funtion fj 1N X� f(A�)� ZD f(x)dxj � CLip(f)h: (42)(Indeed, eah A� is assumed to belong to a D�, where eah D� has volumeN�1 and diameter no larger than Ch.)We �rst onsider I3 + I5, de�ned by (35), (37), that an be seen as a\quadrature formula" for the integral� ZD((�t + v(t; x):r)p(t; x) + ��2x:v(t; x))dx: (43)Sine v is divergene-free and parallel to �D, this integral is simplyddt Z p(t; x)dx: (44)But, the pressure an be normalized so thatZD p(t; x)dx = 0 (45)at eah time t and jI3 + I5j � Ch��2 (46)follows from (42). We immediately obtain for I4, de�ned by (36),I4 � CjjX � �Ajj � C�E1=2v � 12Ev + C�2: (47)To deal with J , de�ned by (34), we observe on one hand thatjJ +X�� p(t; �A�)j � CjjX � �Ajj � 12Ev + C�2:and on the other hand thatX�� p(t; �A�) =X�� p(t; A�)is a quadrature formula for RD p(t; x)dx whih is null by (45). ThereforejJ(t)j � 12Ev(t) + C(�2 + h): (48)12



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONMoreover, at t = 0, J(0) = �X�� p(t; A�) (49)is a quadrature for RD p(t; x)dx andjJ(0)j � Ch; (50)follows from (45) and (42). Let us �nally onsider I6, the most interestingterm, de�ned by (38). Let us introdueI7 =X�� ��2X�i(t� )vi(t; �(t� )A�); (51)where where t� stands for the integer part of t=� , multiplied by � . Thus,I7 � I6 =X�� ��2(X�i(t� )�X�i(t))vi(t; �(t� )A�); (52)where the dependene in t and t� is expliitly written.We immediately get that I8 = I7 � I6 satis�esI8 � C��2jt� t� j sup0���T jjX 0(�)jjand, therefore, jI6 � I7j � C��2�; (53)follows from (23). Let us introdue an arti�ial time step � > 0 so thatsupa2D jv(t; a) � M(t; t+ �; a)� a� j � C�; (54)where we denote by M(t0; t1; a) the loation in D at time t1 of a pointadveted by the veloity �eld v(t; x) and loated at a at time t0. Let usintrodue I9 =X�� ��2X�i(t� )Mi(t; t+ �; �(t� )A�)� �(t� )A�i� (55)whih is an approximation of I7, de�ned by (51). Indeed,jI7 � I9j � C���2jjX(t� )jj � C���2 (56)follows from (54) and (23). Sine v is a smooth divergene-free vetor �eld,parallel to �D, the mapping a ! M(t; t + �; :) is a Lebesgue measure-preserving Lipshitz transformation of D. Following a result of Lax [La℄, we13



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONobserve that suh a transformation an be approximated, in sup norm withan error of order h, by a permutation of the A�. More preisely, there existsa permutation � suh thatsup�=1;:::;N jM(t; t+ �;A�)� �A�j � Ch: (57)Thus jI9 � I10j � Ch� ��2 (58)where I10 =X�� ��2X�i(t� )�A�i � �(t� )A�i� : (59)This last expression is always non-positive, sine, by onstrution (4), �(t� )satis�es jjX(t� )� �(t� )A�jj2 � jjX(t� )� �A�jj2:So, from (53), (56), (58) we dedueI6 � C(h� + � + �)��2: (60)Using (48), (46), (47) and (60) in the right-hand side of (41), we getddt(Ev + J) � C(Ev + J) + C(h� + � + �)��2 + C(�2 + h): (61)By setting the arti�ial parameter � equal to h1=2 and using assumption (7),we get (Ev + J)(t) � C(Ev + J)(0) + C�2:Sine Ev(0) = 0 follows from assumption (6), we dedue from (48) and (50)that Ev(t) � C�2;whih onludes the proof, by de�nition (24).Appendix : the one-dimensional aseAs already mentioned in subsetion 3.2, we an expet, in the speial ased = 1, that our dynamial system is an exat desription of a ollisionlessplasma of eletrons with a �xed and uniform ion bakground (see [BR℄, [ZM℄,[MMZ℄, for some mathematial and numerial aspets of this model). Tohek this statement, let us onsider a uniform bakground of non-moving14



EULER EQUATIONS AND COULOMB INTERACTIONions in R3 and N layers of eletrons, all of them being orthogonal to a �xedaxis. Eah layer an be onsidered as a partile moving along this axis, withposition X�(t) 2 R at time t, for � = 1; :::; N . The eletri �eld is salar,depends on one spae variable x 2 R and satis�es�xE(t; x) = 1� 1N X� Æ(x�X�(t)); (62)Thus we get for eah partileX 00�(t) +X�(t) = 1N NX�=1H(X�(t)�X�(t))�E0(t); (63)where H stands for the Heaviside funtion, with onventionally H(0) = 1=2,and E0(t) depends on the boundary onditions we hoose. Let us nowonsider eah time t when all partiles have di�erent loations, sort theirpositions by inreasing order and denote by ��(t) the rank of the partilewith label �, for � = 1; :::; N: This de�nes a (time-dependent) permutation� = �(t) that an be easily seen as the one that minimizesX� jX�(t)�A�� j2 (64)where A� = (�� 1=2)=N , for � = 1; :::; N . Thus (63) beomesX 00�(t) +X�(t) = A��(t) �E0(t): (65)So, up to the hoie of suitable boundary onditions to enfore E0(t) = 0, wehave reovered our system of partiles (up to the further time disretizationwith time-step � > 0) with D = [0; 1℄ and the �titious 'ions' A� standingfor the ion bakground.AknowledgmentsThe author thanks the Erwin Shr�odinger Institute (ESI), the University ofToronto and the Courant Institute where this work has been ompleted. Thiswork has also been supported by TMR ERB FMBX CT97 0157 "asymptotimethods in kineti equations" and the program on Charged Partile Kinetisat the ESI. 15
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